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77 A note on the similarity 
off two models of academic 
disciplinee choice: M A U T 
andd the Conditional Logit 

Abstract t 

Inn this paper two models of academic discipline choice were compared. The 
firstt model, the Conditional Logit Model (CLM), which originates from eco-
nomics,, is a descriptive model of qualitative choice behavior. The second 
model,, Multi-Attribut e Utilit y Theory (MAUT) , which originates from psy-
chologicall  decision making, is a prescriptive model for individual decision 
makers.. Both models make use of the evaluation of discipline specific at-
tributes.. However, CLM estimates attribute specific population parameters, 
whereass MAUT uses individually elicited attribute weights. Both models 
weree compared in an analysis that used the discipline choices of two co-
hortss of freshmen at a Dutch university. The two models gave good student 
classificationss and had a high overlap in classification. Moreover, attribute 
weightss in CLM and MAUT proved to be related. It was concluded that 
CLMM and MAUT are quite similar, both theoretically and empirically. 

7.11 Introduction 

Universityy students make a discipline choice at some point in their educational 
career.. I t may be argued that students arrive at their discipline choice by com-
biningg information about themselves and about disciplines. Information about 
discipliness is based on perceptions of characteristics, or at t r ibutes, of disciplines. 
Forr example, students may choose a discipline because they think they care for 
thee subject, or because i t yields them good career opportunit ies. Students may 
valuee diverse at t r ibutes very differently. For example, one student may think it is 
moree important to earn a lot of money after graduation than to choose a discipline 
wit hh an interesting content, whereas for another student the reverse is t rue. In 

Thiss chapter is based on the paper: Smits, N. (2002). A note on the similarity of two models 
ofof academic discipline choice: MA UT and the Conditional Logit. Under revision. 
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addition,, it may be argued that students choose a discipline that has an ensemble 
off  attributes that is right for them. In both psychology and economics, choice 
behaviorr has been studied, and in both fields models of discrete choices have been 
developed.. In this paper a model from psychology, Multi-Attribute Utilit y Theory 
(MAUT) ,, and a model from economics, the Conditional Logit Model (CLM), were 
appliedd to academic discipline choices. Both models make use of evaluations of at-
tributess that are specific to academic disciplines. CLM and MAUT originate from 
separatee scientific fields, and to the author's knowledge their similarity has never 
beenn noted1. First, theoretical similarities between the two models are discussed. 
Second,, the empirical similarity of both models is studied. For that purpose, both 
modelss were applied to the discipline choices of two cohorts of freshmen at the Uni-
versityy of Amsterdam. MAUT and CLM were compared at their rates of correct 
classification,, and the overlap of their classifications. 

7.22 Two models of discipline choice 

Thee choice of an academic specialization can be seen as an experimental task in 
whichh a student makes a choice after evaluating the characteristics, or attributes, 
off  a set of alternative disciplines. Below, this task will be modelled by CLM and 
MAUT ,, respectively. First, the task is formalized. Let J denote the number of 
alternativee disciplines, K the number of attributes, and ztJk student ïs evaluation 
off  attribute k for discipline j . 

InIn economics, a popular model for discrete choices, CLM, was developed by 
McFaddenn (1974). The basic version of CLM explains choices on the basis of char-
acteristicss of the alternatives. CLM assumes that individuals act in a rational way, 
maximizingg their utility . Thus, according to CLM students choose the academic 
disciplinee for which their utility is highest. The model predicts probabilities of 
choosingg each alternative. The probability that student i chooses discipline j con-
ditionallyy on her or his evaluation of JxK discipline specific attributes, is given 
by y 

^^ fc = l a^zijk 

wheree ajt is estimated on the basis of the choices of all students, and is interpreted 
ass a utilit y indicator of attribute k. The model's predicted choice is obtained by 
assigningg the student to the alternative for which the probability is highest. (For 
aa more extensive description of CLM, see, e.g., Liao, 1994.) 

Alternatively,, in the field of psychological decision theory, descriptive, norma-
tive,, and prescriptive choice models have been developed (see, e.g., Bell, Raiffa, 

11 Just before this thesis going to press, the author came across a study by Harte, Koele, and 
vann Engelenburg (1996) in which CLM and MAU T were implicitl y linked. However, the authors 
referredd to CLM as the Multinomial Logit Model. 
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k,k, Tversky, 1988). A prescriptive model for decision making is MAUT (see, e.g., 
Edwardss & Newman, 1982, or von Winterfeldt & Edwards, 1986). The essence 
off  MAUT is breaking complicated decisions down into small pieces; alternatives 
aree evaluated with respect to relevant value (utility ) dimensions. The first step 
inn a MAUT procedure for the choice of an academic discipline consists of the de-
terminationn of both the set of alternative disciplines and the attributes on which 
alternativess should be judged. Subsequently, each discipline is rated on all the 
attributess (utility is assessed). In addition, decision makers determine the relative 
weightss (importance) of the attributes. This means that the experimental task 
describedd above requires an extension: students have to determine the importance 
off  each of the attributes associated with academic disciplines. Finally, for each 
discipline,, weights and single-attribute utilities are aggregated. This aggregation 
cann be performed with a variety of models. The most frequently used model is the 
weightedd additive model. The MAUT score of student i for academic discipline j 
iss given by 

K K 

MijMij  = ^WikZijk, (7.2) 
fc=i fc=i 

wheree wzk is student i's importance weight of attribute k. The discipline with the 
highestt MAUT score should be chosen. 

CLMM and MAUT are two models that are quite similar. First, both mod-
elss assume utilit y maximization of the decision maker. Second, both models use 
alternativee specific attributes, and both models apply weighted sums of these at-
tributes.. Moreover, both models assign decision makers to the alternative for 
whichh the weighted sum is highest. 

However,, the models differ on two basic points. First, CLM estimates popu-
lationn regression weights, or utilit y indicators (a^'s of Equation 7.1), whereas in 
MAUT ,, individual decision makers determine their own attribute weights (u^ 's 
off  Equation 7.2). Second, CLM uses weights that apply to the whole sample, 
whereass MAUT yields importance weights that are specific for each student. CLM 
wass defined for populations of decision makers, and MAUT in its pure form was 
(originally)) designed as a tool to support individual decision makers. Yet, MAUT 
resultss may be studied for groups of individual decision makers and its descriptive 
performancee can be assessed (see, e.g., Galotti, 1999). 

7.33 Method 

7.3.11 Sample 

Dataa were collected from two cohorts of freshmen of several university courses 
att the University of Amsterdam. During second trimester while attending class, 
studentss were asked to participate in a survey. Participation was rewarded with 
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aa lottery ticket. The first cohort sample2 consisted of 397 students (207 females 
andd 190 males): 106 law students (62 females and 44 males), 76 history students 
(300 females and 46 males), 101 economics students (27 females and 74 males), and 
1144 psychology students (88 females and 26 males). The second cohort sample 
consistedd of 384 students (208 females and 176 males): 57 Dutch linguistics stu-
dentss (40 females and 17 males), 124 medical biology students (78 females and 46 
males),, 67 history students (34 females and 34 males), and 136 economics students 
(577 females and 79 males). 

7.3.22 Survey 

Thee survey contained two parts. The first part consisted of four subparts that were 
associatedd with four alternative academic specializations. The composition of the 
fourr disciplines was different for the two cohorts. For the first cohort, subparts were 
associatedd with the disciplines law, history, economics and psychology, respectively. 
Forr the second cohort, subparts were associated with Dutch linguistics, medical 
biology,, history and economics, respectively. For each discipline, students were 
requestedd to evaluate thirteen attributes that were associated with the discipline in 
question.. Table 6.1 of the previous chapter presents the questions that were used to 
obtainn the thirteen evaluations for each discipline. The second part of the survey 
requestedd the students to evaluate the importance (weights) of each of thirteen 
attributess (these questions were rephrased versions of the questions in Table 6.1. 
Thee first question, for example, was rephrased as T think it is important to have 
goodd employment opportunities after graduation'). For all questions, seven-point 
Likertt rating scales were used. 

Thee survey design was such that each student rated the importance of the 
thirteenn attributes, and evaluated the attributes of his or her own academic spe-
cializationn and of three alternative academic specializations. 

Inn both cohorts missing values were found in the importance weights and the 
evaluations.. The rates of missing values were very low: 1.97% in cohort 1, and 
0.36%% in cohort 2, respectively. In order to work with complete data, missing 
valuess were estimated, or imputed, with missing data procedure NORM (Schafer, 
1998). . 

7.3.33 Analyses 

Forr both cohorts, CLM3 and MAUT were applied. The MAUT procedure in 
thiss application was somewhat different from the usual procedure. First, in this 
application,, alternatives were not selected by the students themselves, but were 
imposedd by the researchers. Second, students were not explicitly requested to as-
signn weights (as the students were not instructed to perform a MAUT procedure), 
butt merely evaluated the importance of the attributes. 

2Thee data of this cohort were also used in chapters 5 and 6. 
3CLMM was applied with alternative-specific constants to capture the mean effect of the unob-

servedd factors in the error terms for each alternative {see, e.g., Liao, 1994, p. 61). 
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Forr both models, rates of correct classification were calculated. In addition, it 
wass checked to what extent the classification of both methods overlapped. More-
over,, the classifications of both models were studied using coefficient kappa. Kappa 
wass introduced by Cohen (1960) as a measure of chance corrected agreement of 
nominall  classifications between two raters; it was generalized to the case of more 
thann two raters by Fleiss (1971). In each cohort, kappa was calculated three times. 
Kappaa was calculated for the classifications of CLM and actual choice, the classi-
ficationsfications of MAUT and actual choice, and the classifications of CLM, MAUT, and 
actuall  choice. 

Next,, it was studied to what extent the estimated a^s and the wik
:s were 

related.. To study similarities between CLM and MAUT in more detail, obtained 
weightss of the one model were entered into the other. First, for each cohort, 
forr each of the four disciplines, individual MAUT weights were replaced by the 
estimatedd CLM weights. The four resulting weighted sums were correlated with 
thee original MAUT scores: 

133 13 
rr j(^2®kZijk,^2wikZijk)Jj(^2®kZijk,^2wikZijk)J = 1,2,3,4. (7.3) 

fc=ifc=i k=\ 

Second,, the estimated weights in CLM were replaced by person specific MAUT 
weights.. Probabilities were calculated for each alternative, and were correlated 
withh their matching CLM probabilities: 

E133 - ^ 1 3 

^^ k=iakZijk e22k=iw^zljk 
Tji—jTji—j 3 &kZ..k>^j  Ti3 Wk2 ) , j = 1,2,3,4. (7.4) 

7.44 Results 
Bothh methods had high rates of correct classification. In cohort 1, CLM and 
MAU TT had correct classification rates of 77.6% and 67.8%, respectively. In cohort 
2,, CLM and MAUT had somewhat higher rates of correct classification: 79.5% 
andd 75.8%, respectively. In 75.3% of the cases of cohort 1, and in 78.8% of the 
casess of cohort 2, both models gave identical classifications. Of these identical 
classifications,, 82.6% and 86.8% were correct, in cohort 1 and cohort 2, respec-
tively.. Moreover, the kappa's of cohort 1 and cohort 2, which are reported in Table 
7.1,, ranged from .56 to .71. According to Landis and Koch (1977) values ranging 
fromm .41 to .60 represent moderate agreement, and values from .61 to .80 repre-
sentt substantial agreement. Therefore, five out of six kappa values were associated 
withh substantial agreement, and one kappa had a value that represents moderate 
agreement. . 
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Tablee 7.1: Kappa's for Classifications of CLM and 
MAUT,MAUT, and Actual Choice 
Kappaa Cohort 1 Cohort 2 
CLMM and Actual Choice .70 7rT~ 
MAU TT and Actual Choice .56 .67 
CLM,, MAUT and AC .64 .69_ 

Tablee 7.2 shows the attribute weights for both models per cohort. Mean MAUT 
weightss are displayed for the total cohort sample, and per discipline group. In both 
cohorts,, differences existed between the obtained weights of students in four dis-
ciplinee groups. For example, in both cohorts economics students evaluated career 
relatedd attributes (attributes 1 to 4) as more important, and evaluated content 
relatedd attributes (attributes 5 and 6) as less important than history students did. 
CLMM parameter estimates had both positive and negative signs in both cohorts. 
AA positive sign suggests that the higher the perception of some attribute for a 
givenn discipline is, the more likely it is that a discipline is chosen; a negative sign 
suggestss the opposite. 

Tablee 7.3 shows the correlations between the means of the individual MAUT 
weights,, and the estimated weights of CLM. Both average MAUT weights in the 
totall  group, and average MAUT weights in each separate discipline group are 
displayed.. Note that the averages per discipline are associated with the weights 
off  students in a given discipline, and not with evaluations of the corresponding 
academicc specializations of the whole group. For both cohorts the correlations 
betweenn mean MAUT weights and CLM coefficients were moderate; correlations 
weree somewhat higher in the second cohort. In both cohorts, mean MAUT weights 
off  history students had highest correlations with estimated CLM weights; mean 
MAU TT weights of economics students had lowest correlations with CLM weights 
inn both cohorts. 

Tablee 7.4 shows the correlations between weighted sums using MAUT weights 
andd weighted sums using CLM weights (Equation 7.3), and correlations between 
probabilitiess using MAUT weights and probabilities using CLM weights (Equation 
7.4).. The correlations were moderate to high (.59 to .87). The correlations between 
thee two types of weighted sums (Equation 7.4) were consistently higher than the 
correlationss between the two types of probabilities (Equation 7.3). 

Inn addition to the previous analyses in which both models were compared 
withinn cohorts, weights resulting from both cohorts were compared. Average 
MAU TT weights of economics students from cohort 1 and cohort 2 correlated .95, 
whereass mean MAUT weights of history students from both cohorts correlated 
.69.. In addition, estimated CLM weights of cohort 1 and 2 correlated .85. 

7.55 Conclusions 

Inn this paper, the theoretical similarity of CLM and MAUT was noted. More-
over,, in the application to academic choices of two cohorts of university freshman, 
CLMM and MAUT, which proved to be good descriptive models, had a substantial 
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T a b l ee 7 .2 : Mean Attribute Weights of Separate Discipline Groups, and of 
thethe Total Group (All), per Cohort 

At t t 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
7 7 
8 8 
9 9 

10 0 
11 1 
12 2 
13 3 

At t t 
1 1 
2 2 
3 3 
4 4 
5 5 
6 6 
7 7 
8 8 
9 9 

10 0 
11 1 
12 2 
13 3 

Law w 
5.68 8 
4.91 1 
5.44 4 
4.18 8 
5.91 1 
5.95 5 
5.56 6 
4.19 9 
4.40 0 
4.88 8 
4.19 9 
3.88 8 
2.57 7 

Dutch h 
4.63 3 
3.49 9 
4.65 5 
3.28 8 
6.51 1 
6.23 3 
5.74 4 
3.37 7 
4.49 9 
4.42 2 
4.49 9 
4.60 0 
2.33 3 

History y 
4.34 4 
3.46 6 
4.22 2 
3.37 7 
6.43 3 
6.17 7 
5.63 3 
4.14 4 
4.01 1 
4.24 4 
4.21 1 
4.03 3 
2.12 2 

Medicall  B. 
5.14 4 
4.09 9 
4.94 4 
3.68 8 
6.35 5 
5.57 7 
5.38 8 
3.91 1 
4.66 6 
5.15 5 
4.06 6 
4.15 5 
2.62 2 

MAU T T 
Cohortt 1 

Meann Weight 
Economics s 

5.81 1 
5.29 9 
5.58 8 
4.39 9 
5.72 2 
5.50 0 
5.77 7 
4.02 2 
4.44 4 
4.27 7 
3.83 3 
4.42 2 
2.73 3 

Cohortt 2l 

Meann Weight 
History y 

4.51 1 
3.62 2 
4.47 7 
3.34 4 
6.38 8 
6.29 9 
5.40 0 
3.47 7 
4.46 6 
4.40 0 
4.25 5 
4.15 5 
2.56 6 

i i 

Psychology y 
5.04 4 
4.13 3 
5.17 7 
3.83 3 
6.37 7 
6.15 5 
5.71 1 
4.36 6 
4.42 2 
5.48 8 
4.54 4 
4.46 6 
2.49 9 

> > 

Economics s 
5.70 0 
5.33 3 
5.53 3 
4.16 6 
5.85 5 
5.62 2 
5.81 1 
3.51 1 
4.73 3 
4.42 2 
4.40 0 
4.06 6 
3.15 5 

Al l l 
5.27 7 
4.50 0 
5.17 7 
3.98 8 
6.09 9 
5.94 4 
5.67 7 
4.19 9 
4.34 4 
4.77 7 
4.20 0 
4.21 1 
2.50 0 

Al l l 
5.15 5 
4.36 6 
5.02 2 
3.73 3 
6.20 0 
5.81 1 
5.59 9 
3.61 1 
4.62 2 
4.65 5 
4.28 8 
4.18 8 
2.75 5 

CLM M 

Q Q 

0.49 9 
-0.50 0 
0.42 2 
0.20 0 
0.74 4 
0.69 9 
0.22 2 

-0.16 6 
0.21 1 

-0.15 5 
-0.37 7 
0.20 0 
0.11 1 

a a 

0.22 2 
-0.29 9 
0.27 7 

-0.05 5 
0.88 8 
0.34 4 
0.05 5 

-0.04 4 
0.28 8 
0.04 4 

-0.10 0 
0.21 1 
0.08 8 

aMAU TT SD's range from .73 to 1.79, CLM standard errors range from .07 to .12; 
bMAU TT SD's range from .57 to 1.79, CLM standard errors range from .08 to .12 
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Law w 

MAUT " " 

Cohortt 1 
Meann Weight 

Hiss Eco Psy y Overall l 

CLM M 

a a 

Law w 
His s 
Eco o 
Psy y 
Overall l 
CLMM  a 

1.00 0 
0.84 4 
0.94 4 
0.91 1 
0.98 8 
0.50 0 

1.00 0 
0.72 2 
0.95 5 
0.93 3 
0.57 7 

1.00 0 
0.78 8 
0.91 1 
0.51 1 

1.00 0 
0.96 6 
0.51 1 

1.00 0 
0.55 5 1.00 0 

Cohortt 2 
Meann Weight 

Dut t 
Med d 
His s 
Eco o 
Overall l 
CLMM  a 

Dut t 
1.00 0 
0.93 3 
0.99 9 
0.78 8 
0.95 5 
0.68 8 

Med d 

1.00 0 
0.94 4 
0.84 4 
0.97 7 
0.67 7 

His s 

1.00 0 
0.79 9 
0.96 6 
0.70 0 

Eco o 

1.00 0 
0.92 2 
0.42 2 

Overall l 

1.00 0 
0.63 3 1.00 0 

an=13.. bMAU T weights are the means of Table 7.2. 

Tablee 7.4: Correlations between Weighted Sums Using MAUT 
WeightsWeights vs. CLM Weights (Equation 7.3), and Correlations 
betweenbetween Probabilities Using MAUT Weights vs. CLM Weights 
(Equation(Equation 7.4) 

Equationn 7.3 
Equationn 7.4 

Law w 
.66 6 
.71 1 

Cohortt l a 

Hiss Eco 
.600 .67 
.777 .68 

Psy y 
.70 0 
.74 4 

Dut t 
.60 0 
.67 7 

Cohortt 26 

Medd His 
.600 .59 
.811 .74 

Eco o 
.66 6 
.87 7 

an=397.. "«.=385. 
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agreementt in classification. 
However,, an important difference between CLM and MAUT attribute weights 

wass noticed. CLM estimates population regression weights, whereas in MAUT 
individuall  decision makers determine their own attribute weights. Nevertheless, 
inn the present applications, the attribute weights of both models were moderately 
related.. The relationship between person and population weights seems to be 
appealingg for decision making research. Moreover, estimated CLM weights may 
bee used as a guideline in the determination of the relative importance of the 
attributess in MAUT. 

Thiss study showed that two choice models originating from two separate fields 
off  research, economics and psychology, were quite similar, both in theory, and in 
theirr empirical results. 
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